Objective: Predict patient-specific vitals deemed medically acceptable for discharge from a pediatric intensive care unit (ICU).
INTRODUCTION
Patients in an intensive care unit (ICU) undergo high-frequency monitoring and are treated to achieve and maintain homeostatic stability approximating health [28] . Implicit in that goal is resuscitating the patient towards normal homeostasis, often defined by the clinical team's experience and expertise. This includes restoring a patient's vitals towards a medically accepted range of values. In practice, these conceptual 'target' values are often implied but not explicitly defined. Measures of health and risk of mortality rely on the deviance of routine physiologic signs from expected normal values [21; 27; 6] . In this paper, we investigated the question of what is normal for discharge from a Pediatric ICU (PICU).
Data describing age-normal vital signs and their implications in a clinical setting [9; 16; 20] focus on the expectations for a healthy individual. However, the physiologic status of patients in an ICU may differ from those of the normal population. ICU admission criteria metrics [2; 17; 4; 18] include assessments of a patient's condition to understand the severity of their mental and physical health. The Society of Critical Care Medicine guidelines [18] consider the patient's condition, their potential for improvements from interventions, and the duration of their condition as criteria for ICU admission.
Because of the distinction between ICU normal populations, the physiologic state considered stable or acceptable for ICU discharge may not necessarily be the same as that of a healthy individual [23] . The purpose of this study was twofold: quantify the difference between acceptable ICU-discharge and population age-normal vitals; and develop a machine learning model that predicts these acceptable vitals for individual patients. From a pediatric critical care database, an age dependent ICU-discharge physiologically acceptable state was derived using polynomial regression and compared to published age-normal values. A machine learning model that predicts an individual patient's physiologically accept- able values for discharge from the PICU was also developed, which may enable personalized targets for patient care management.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Description
The data were extracted from anonymized observational clinical data collected in Electronic Medical Records (EMR, Cerner) in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) of Children's Hospital Los Angeles between 2009 and 2016. The CHLA IRB reviewed the study protocol and waived the need for consent or need for IRB approval. Each episode had time series measurements for 375 variables representing vitals, laboratory results, interventions and drugs. Pre-processing techniques described in previous work [1; 12] converted this EMR into matrix format (feature vector), illustrated in Figure 1(a) , to make it amenable to machine learning algorithm development. The figure depicts a single patient's physiologic state space, represented with a 375-dimensional vector at each time point.
To define the physiologic state considered acceptable for discharge from the PICU, vital signs prior to discharge from the PICU were analyzed. The PICU routinely recorded when patients were medically ready for discharge as determined by clinician judgement. This was followed by some period, during which the patient remained monitored, before actual physical discharge from the PICU (.25 quartile/median/.75 quartile were 7hrs/9hrs/28hrs). Data collected between the medical discharge time and the physical discharge time from the ICU were considered to represent the physiologically acceptable state space (PASS) for each child. Only survivors with at least 3 measurements of heart rate (HR), systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) within this window were included. Finally, only those episodes lasting at least 12 hours after ICU admission were included. These constraints resulted in a database of 6899 uniquely identified episodes (length of stay .25 quartile/median/.75 quartile were 35hrs/61hrs/120hrs) corresponding to 5464 distinct patients.
These episodes were randomly split into training, validation and test sets prior to analysis. To prevent possible leakage, this division was done by patients such that all episodes from a single patient belonged to only one of the three sets. Approximately sixty percent of patients were placed in the training set (4320 episodes, 3313 patients), twenty percent in the validation set (1419 episodes, 1097 patients), and twenty percent in the test set (1160 episodes, 1054 patients).
Defining and Predicting Patient-Specific ICU-PASS
For each of the 6,899 surviving episodes with a medicalphysical discharge window, the means of heart rate (µ hr ), systolic blood pressure (µ sbp ), and diastolic blood pressure (µ dbp ) within this period, as illustrated by Figure 1 (b), were computed and defined the episode's ICU Physiologically Acceptable State Space (ICU-PASS). Heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure were selected as vitals critical to determining physiologic stability [28] . PASS vital signs from individual episodes in the training set were used to develop a polynomial regression model that depends only on age. A fifth order polynomial for each vital was chosen from the inflection point of the bias-variance trade-off when iterating through different polynomial orders. This regression model was used to predict individual PASS values and compared to published age-normals.
Other factors besides age may affect ICU-PASS vitals. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) were used to learn these factors. Designed with a feedback loop, RNNs can sequentially ingest time series data, integrate them and learn temporal relationships [1; 13; 11; 15] . Medical applications on which RNNs have been used successfully include a timevarying severity of illness score [1] , early detection of crit- Both models predict the means of heart rate (µ hr ), systolic blood pressure (µ sbp ), and diastolic blood pressure (µ dbp ) computed from the medical-to-physical discharge window. During assessment, predictions generated at the 12 th hour following ICU admission are used for comparing model errors.
ical decompensation in children [25] , onset of heart failure [3] , de-identification of patient notes [5] , and disease diagnosis from EMR [24] .
Two RNN models, both of which used Hochreiter's Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture [13] , were developed to predict each individual patient's ICU-PASS values. The models used data from the pre-medical discharge period shown in Figure 1 (b) to predict ICU-PASS values, µ hr , µ sbp , µ dbp . The first model (RNNPMD) was trained on all the time points before medical discharge of each episode in the training set, while the second (RNN 12h ) trained only on data through the first 12 hours of those same episodes. Figure 2 illustrates the partitioning of each episode data matrix into columns used for model training and columns used to compute actual ICU-PASS values. The validation set was used to optimize RNN hyper-parameters [14] .
Method of Assessment
The 1160 episodes in the test set were used to validate the predictions made by the models. The RNN predictions made at the 12th hour following ICU admission, values determined from the polynomial regression, and published age-normals were compared to each individual child's actual ICU-PASS values. Two standard error metrics were used for each vital: root mean squared error (rMSE):
and mean absolute error (MAE):
where Ntest denotes the number of patient episodes in the test set. The notation µv(Pi) represents the actual ICU-PASS value for a particular vital (µ hr , µ sbp , or µ dbp ) of the i th patient episode in the test set, which is constant in time, whileμv(Pi) denotes model prediction for it at the 12th hour following ICU admission. When comparing the various models, we computed p-values of an ANOVA test [7] between baseline age-normal and each of the other three models.
Error aggregation over all test set encounters, as indicated the in above equations, grants a perspective of model validity over the PICU population as a whole. Performance was also measured on stratified population subsets, including age ranges associated with medically accepted age-normal vitals, primary diagnoses, and PIM score quartiles.
RESULTS
The ICU-PASS heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure values from individual patient episodes in the training set were plotted as a function of age in Figure 3 . Evident from these plots is the wide scatter of ICU-PASS values within any particular age. Superimposed on the ICU-PASS values are two age dependent functions: the polynomial regression model (blue line) and previously published acceptable age-normal ranges for vitals (dashed black lines) [26; 22; 8] with their corresponding means (solid black line). Compared to the regression curve, age-normal heart rate values are uniformly and significantly lower by 10 to 25 bpm. A similar comparison shows age-normal systolic blood pressure values to be lower by up to 9mmHg for children younger than 6 years old, but higher by 4 to 9 mmHg for those older than 12 years. Also relative to the regression curve, diastolic blood pressure values are lower by 3 to 11 mmHg for patients younger than 6 years old, but higher by 2 to 9 mmHg for those older. Table 1 displays the two error metrics, parsed separately for heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, from the four models considered. The predictions from the polynomial regression equation outperformed the mean age-normals from literature. Both RNN models, RNNPMD and RNN 12h , performed more accurately in predicting each individual patient's true ICU-PASS vitals. RNNPMD performed most accurately across all vitals and error metrics.
Results within Specific Diagnoses
Results were partitioned by primary diagnosis; as an example, Table 2 displays the results for heart rate for four frequently occurring diagnoses. For episodes with Spine Curve Disorders, ARDS or Sepsis, the regression model predictions incurred smaller errors than literature age-normals. RNNPMD remained the best performing model within each of the diagnoses. RNN 12h performed similarly to RNNPMD for Spine Curve Disorders and Sepsis patients, yet did not show significant improvement from the regression model for ARDS and Brain Neoplasm patients. For Brain Neoplasm patients, RNN 12h also performed worse than the age-normal values; only RNNPMD was able to outperform the age-normal values for these patients.
Results By Age-Normal Bins
The errors were also partitioned according to the age bins in the literature. As shown in Table 3 , RNNPMD had the lowest rMSE and MAE across all ages except for the 0-1 month old bin. The true PASS heart rate of patients who were younger than a month were most closely approximated by the polynomial regression model. RNN 12h showed improvement from the age-normal and regression model for all patients older than one year. At all age bins, the literature age-normals had greater MAEs and rMSEs than the regression model. 
Results by PIM2 Score
DISCUSSION
We have described the physiologic state, defined by heart rate and blood pressure that characterizes when a child is well enough, in clinical judgement, to be discharged from the ICU. Machine learning approaches to EMR medical data are becoming more common and have been increasingly reported [1; 25; 3; 5; 24] . We have demonstrated that an advanced deep learning methodology using the rich data in the EMR, rather than simply using a relationship between age and vital signs, more accurately predicted individual patient's PASS for discharge from the PICU. Better understanding individual deviation from discharge acceptable values has potential for wider machine learning and AI applications in medical practice.
Model accuracy is important over the entire PICU population and over specific subpopulations. This is especially true if a proposed model is to replace existing baselines for guiding patient-specific target vitals. Examining the results by diagnosis enabled more patient-specific analysis. Patients with more generalized systemic diseases, such as those with ARDS and Sepsis [10; 19] , are expected to have vitals with a greater deviance from what would be considered 'healthy' than those with localized disease processes such as Brain Neoplasms. These are consistent with the results in Table 2 , where the heart rate errors between age-normal and true ICU-PASS values were greater (rMSE > 27 bpm) for patients with ARDS, Sepsis or Spine Curve Disorders than those with Brain Neoplasms (rMSE < 20 bpm). In contrast, the errors corresponding to the regression model and RNN models had smaller variations across the diagnostic categories. The only category in which RNNPMD was not the best performing model was the 0-1 month age bin, which was the least populated bin containing 36 patients in the training set and 10 patients in the test set.
CONCLUSION
ICU-PASS predictions from our age-dependent regression and RNN models provide more accurate references for acceptable discharge vitals in pediatric intensive care populations than that of age-normal references for a healthy population. We have shown substantial improvement in predicting discharge physiologic status using historical PICU data. Likewise, RNN predictions based on rich medical knowledge derived from a patient's treatments and vital signs, not just age, yielded more precise predictions of their specific 'medically-acceptable' ICU vitals. Future work will aim to expand the predicted ICU-PASS vitals to include a wider perspective of patient physiology, allowing broader comparisons to existing pediatric patient-state measures such as PIM 2 and PRISM III. Furthermore, we hope to expand these results to not only understand the PASS expectations, but to better understand the patient's stability and variance during the medical to physical discharge window. Understanding expectations of patient stability and vitality as they are acceptable to depart from the ICU will allow a broader understanding of the methodology and temporal relationship between a patient and their condition throughout their PICU encounter.
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